Probabilistic severe weather forecasts for days 1 and 2 were produced using 30-member convectionallowing ensemble forecasts initialized by an ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation system during a 32-day period coinciding with the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment. The forecasts were generated by smoothing the locations where model output indicated extreme values of updraft helicity, a surrogate for rotating thunderstorms in model output. The day 1 surrogate severe probability forecasts (SSPFs) produced skillful and reliable predictions of severe weather during this period, after an appropriate calibration of the smoothing kernel. The ensemble SSPFs exceeded the skill of SSPFs derived from two benchmark deterministic forecasts, with the largest differences occurring on the mesoscale, while all SSPFs produced similar forecasts on synoptic scales. While the deterministic SSPFs often overforecasted high probabilities, the ensemble improved the reliability of these probabilities, at the expense of producing fewer high-probability values. For the day 2 period, the SSPFs provided competitive guidance compared to the day 1 forecasts, although additional smoothing was needed to produce the same level of skill, reducing the forecast sharpness. Results were similar using 10 ensemble members, suggesting value exists when running a smaller ensemble if computational resources are limited. Finally, the SSPFs were compared to severe weather risk areas identified in Storm Prediction Center (SPC) convective outlooks. The SSPF skill was comparable to the SPC outlook skill in identifying regions where severe weather would occur, although performance varied on a day-to-day basis.
Introduction
The benefits of running convection-allowing models (CAMs) for convective storm prediction have been demonstrated in a variety of contexts over the past decade (e.g., Done et al. 2004; Kain et al. 2006; Lean et al. 2008; Kain et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2009 Clark et al. , 2010 Clark et al. , 2011 Coniglio et al. 2010; Schwartz et al. 2009; Sobash et al. 2011; Weisman et al. 2013) . As these studies show, much of the value of running CAM forecasts comes from their ability to provide explicit information about convective properties such as initiation, mode, motion, longevity, and intensity. To effectively use CAM output in operational forecasting settings, novel forms of guidance are needed to summarize these forecast attributes in ways that can be easily understood by forecasters and other end users.
Toward this end, Sobash et al. (2011, hereafter S11) documented a proof of concept for producing a next-day (from 1200 to 1200 UTC) severe convective weather guidance product using output from deterministic CAM forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC. In S11, areas of intense simulated convective storms were identified using updraft helicity (UH; Kain et al. 2008 ), a diagnostic designed to detect midlevel mesocyclones in CAM output. A threshold was applied to the UH field to identify ''severe'' simulated convection and produce a field of ''surrogate'' severe weather reports, which were then spatially smoothed to create a surrogate severe probabilistic forecast (SSPF) from the deterministic model output. The SSPF was designed to be a simple postprocessing procedure used with output from existing deterministic CAMs to produce guidance that could be directly compared to existing operational probabilistic severe weather forecasts [e.g., Storm Prediction Center (SPC) convective outlooks] and used by forecasters to summarize the day's threat areas as depicted by a particular model solution. The SSPFs were deemed to be subjectively valuable when evaluated during the 2008 NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed (Coniglio et al. 2010) , and S11 showed that the SSPFs possessed objective skill when verified against observed severe weather reports.
While S11 used a deterministic CAM, they suggested that the SSPF technique should be easily and readily extended to convection-allowing ensemble prediction systems (EPSs), with expected benefits over using a deterministic forecast to produce SSPFs. A similar methodology to S11, using neighborhood smoothing, was applied by Schwartz et al. (2010) and Duc et al. (2013) to produce probabilistic forecasts of precipitation from an EPS, resulting in forecast guidance with superior skill when compared to the raw ensemble probabilities. In addition, other recent studies have used EPS output to produce probabilistic forecast guidance for convective weather hazards (e.g., Clark et al. 2012 Clark et al. , 2013 Kain et al. 2013; Schwartz et al. 2015b, hereafter S15) . Given these successes, extending the SSPF approach to an ensemble system is likely to produce superior forecasts of severe weather.
Much of this work (e.g., Clark et al. 2012 Clark et al. , 2013 Kain et al. 2013 ) used convection-allowing EPSs that were initialized by downscaling analyses from external data assimilation and modeling systems [e.g., NOAA/NCEP Short-Range Ensemble Forecasting (SREF) or Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses]. An alternative approach is to utilize a continuously cycled ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) analysis system (e.g., Schwartz and Liu 2014; Schwartz et al. 2015a ). The EnKF produces ensemble analyses during data assimilation that can be used as initial conditions for ensemble forecasts. Several recent studies have used continuously cycled EnKF systems to produce mesoscale analyses that subsequently initialized convective-scale ensemble forecasts Schwartz et al. 2014; S15; Schumacher and Clark 2014) . These forecasts were shown to be skillful at predicting general areas of precipitation ) and demonstrated promise in predicting regions of severe weather (S15).
This paper extends S11's work by applying the surrogate severe approach to produce SSPFs from output of a convection-allowing EPS that was initialized with mesoscale EnKF analyses. The EnKF-based EPS was run as a part of the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment (MPEX; Weisman et al. 2015) during the spring of 2013 and generated 30-member, 48-h, 0000 and 1200 UTC ensemble forecasts each day for a 32-day period over the central and eastern United States. This large set of ensemble forecasts provides an opportunity to evaluate the SSPF technique, as initially described in S11, and establish its effectiveness when applied to EPS output. While S15 used this approach to verify hourly SSPFs from the same EPS, it was done within the broader context of overall ensemble system performance. This work aims to more thoroughly understand the differences between SSPFs produced from ensemble and deterministic systems and the variations in skill from different initializations.
To achieve these goals, we create SSPFs for both day 1 and day 2 predictions (1200-1200 UTC) of severe weather hazards (e.g., strong wind gusts, large hail, and tornadoes) using output from several deterministic and ensemble model configurations. As in S11, we focus on using UH as a surrogate for all varieties of severe weather and verify the forecasts against observed severe weather reports. First, the ensemble SSPFs are compared to two baseline deterministic SSPFs (generated from forecasts initialized by EnKF analysis ensemble means and NCEP Global Forecast System analyses) to investigate the added benefit of running an ensemble system for SSPFs and to understand the behavior of SSPFs derived from deterministic versus ensemble output. Second, day 1 SSPFs are compared to day 2 SSPFs to quantify forecast skill in these two periods. Most previous studies have focused largely on the day 1 time frame, while less attention has been paid to the day 2 convective period, largely because of forecast lengths that do not extend into this period. Third, the skill of the 0000 and 1200 UTC SSPFs is compared to assess the potential benefits of running convection-allowing EPSs twice per day for predictions of severe weather hazards. Finally, in addition to verifying the SSPFs against severe weather reports, SSPFs are also evaluated against daily operational severe weather forecasts produced by the SPC. This comparison has not been previously attempted; thus, we document one method to do so and demonstrate how the SSPFs can be utilized as a performance baseline for human forecasts.
In section 2, we discuss the methodology for creating SSPFs from deterministic and ensemble forecasts and document the configuration of the forecast sets used in this work. Further, we outline the verification methods used to quantify SSPF skill. We explore the verification results from the ensemble in section 3, as well as compare the ensemble to the deterministic SSPFs and the day 1 SSPFs to the day 2 SSPFs. Section 4 compares the performance of the SSPF approach to that of SPC convective outlooks, while section 5 provides the conclusions and discussion of the findings.
Methodology

a. CAM forecast dataset description
A continuously cycled EnKF data assimilation system was run during the spring of 2013 in support of MPEX between 15 May and 15 June. This period was particularly active across the continental United States (CONUS) with many multiday severe weather outbreaks and several notable tornadoes [e.g., the Granbury, Texas, tornado, rated 4 on the enhanced Fujita scale (EF4); the Moore, Oklahoma, EF5 tornado; and the El Reno, Oklahoma, EF3 tornadoes]. To produce the ensemble forecasts used here, the EnKF assimilated surface and upper-air observations every 6 h into a 50-member, 15-km horizontal grid spacing ensemble using the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2008 ) and the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART; Anderson et al. 2009 ). At 0000 and 1200 UTC, 30-member, 48-h, 3-km horizontal grid spacing ensemble forecasts were initialized by downscaling the first 30 analyses from the 15-km ensemble onto the 3-km grid.
The 3-km nest domain covered the central and eastern CONUS, while the 15-km parent domain covered the CONUS plus adjacent areas (Fig. 1) . For each member, the forecasts were integrated forward for 48 h, with boundary conditions for the 15-km parent domain coming from perturbed GFS forecasts (e.g., Torn et al. 2006) . Additional details about the data assimilation and forecast system, including model configuration, assimilation settings, and observation types, can be found in S15.
In addition to the 0000 and 1200 UTC 30-member ensemble forecast datasets (henceforth ENS30-00 UTC and ENS30-12UTC, respectively), 0000 and 1200 UTC deterministic forecasts were produced retrospectively using 0000 and 1200 UTC GFS analyses for the initial conditions (GFS-00UTC and GFS-12UTC, respectively). Additional 0000 UTC deterministic forecasts were produced using ensemble mean analyses from the 50-member, 15-km ensemble (EMEAN-00UTC) as the initial conditions. All forecast model configurations were identical and only varied in the source of their initial conditions. The forecasts are summarized in Table 1 .
b. Producing surrogate reports and SSPFs from CAM output
For this work, hourly maximum 2-5-km UH is used as the model surrogate for severe weather, because of its ability to identify rotating convection in CAM output (Kain et al. 2008) as well as other forms of intense convection (e.g., Clark et al. 2013) . To produce SSPFs, the procedure outlined in S11 and S15 is used with the deterministic and ensemble CAM output as follows. First, a threshold is applied to the two-dimensional UH output at each forecast hour to produce a 3-km binary grid. These points are mapped onto a coarser grid, with grid spacing ;80 km, the same grid used in S11, by flagging an 80-km grid box if it contains one or more of the 3-km points that exceeded the UH threshold. The flagged 80-km grid boxes serve as the locations of surrogate storm reports (SSRs) and are aggregated over 24-h periods to produce day 1 and day 2 SSR fields valid from 1200 to 1200 UTC (e.g., Fig. 2a , were used in an attempt to match SSR and OSR totals even more closely to produce a bias of 1 to ensure a fair comparison between the forecast datasets. Examination of SSR biases from each of the forecasts will be discussed in section 3a.
Each 24-h SSR field was smoothed with a twodimensional Gaussian filter to produce an SSPF (e.g., Fig. 2b ). This process weights each SSR within a window around each 80-km grid point using a Gaussian weighting function (i.e., a convolution of the SSR field with a Gaussian kernel) to produce a probability at that grid point. The Gaussian weights sum to 1, ensuring a probability no larger than 100%. Standard deviations (s) from 20 to 200 km were used to examine the scale dependence of skill. In practice, the weights were only applied to SSRs within a physical distance of 4s, beyond which the weights become negligible. For example, using s 5 20 km produces weights such that for each 80-km grid point, an SSR located at the grid point is weighted by 0.91, while SSRs located at the four nearest grid points would be weighted by 0.02. In this case, a single isolated SSR would produce an SSPF value of 0.91 at the point of the SSR, with values of ;0.02 at the four grid points surrounding the SSR point. This approach has its roots in kernel density estimation (Silverman 1986 ), which estimates the probability density function (PDF) of a random variable without assuming a particular distribution (i.e., is nonparametric). For the deterministic forecasts, an SSPF is produced from each forecast's SSR field, while for the ensemble forecasts, an SSPF is produced for each member's SSR field, and the individual member SSPFs are averaged to produce an ensemble SSPF (E-SSPF; e.g., Fig. 2d ). The E-SSPFs can be compared to the solutions from each individual ensemble member's SSPF, as well as the SSPFs produced from the deterministic forecasts. Averaging each member's SSPF to produce the E-SSPF is mathematically equivalent to producing an ensemble probability (EP) of UH exceeding a given threshold (i.e., the ensemble mean SSR field; Fig. 2c ) and then applying the smoothing procedure on this probability field to create an SSPF. In the latter case, the Gaussian smoother is only applied once, on the ensemble mean SSR field, while the individual member SSPFs are not explicitly produced.
SSPFs using s , 20 km produced nearly identical verification scores to those of SSPFs produced with s 5 20 km. Consequently, SSPFs using s 5 20 km can be considered to be the skill of the 80-km grid-scale SSR forecasts without smoothing (i.e., in the case of a deterministic SSPF, forecasts of only 1 or 0, e.g., Fig. 2a , or in the case of an E-SSPF, the raw EP values, e.g., Fig. 2c ). While the kernel choice can impact the SSPF, it has less of an impact than the kernel length scale. The Gaussian kernel used here weights SSRs less in far regions of the neighborhood, unlike a uniform kernel [i.e., a simple average within the neighborhood, as used in Schwartz et al. (2010) ] that weights all points equally. SSPFs were also produced using the uniform kernel, and the results were nearly identical to those using a Gaussian kernel, although the specific settings needed to be tuned appropriately for each kernel type (e.g., a Gaussian kernel with s 5 120 km produced nearly identical verification results to those of a uniform kernel with neighborhood size of 240 km).
c. Verification methods
The SSPFs were verified with OSRs retrieved from the National Climatic Data Center's (NCDC) Storm Data publication. This dataset is available from the SPC Warning Coordination Meteorologist (WCM) web page (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/wcm) and consists of OSRs (wind gusts $ 50 kt, where 1 kt 5 0.51 m s
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; hail $ 2.54-cm diameter; and tornadoes) following the application of NCDC quality control procedures, which generally result in a reduction of reports compared to the total number received by the NWS, as duplicates are removed and thinning is applied. No attempt was made to discriminate between report types; all storm reports were used for verification. The OSRs were produced similarly as the SSRs, in that each report was mapped to the 80-km grid and aggregated over a 24-h period. Using this method, the final OSR field indicates the grid boxes where at least one severe report occurred within the 24-h period beginning at 1200 UTC. In addition to the raw field of OSRs, a smoothed observed severe probabilistic field (OSPF) was produced analogously to the SSPF 
technique described in the previous subsection. For verification, the OSPFs and SSPFs were masked and verification scores were computed using only the grid points within the subdomain depicted in Fig. 1 . Several probabilistic verification measures were used to assess the SSPF quality, including the fractions skill score (FSS; Roberts and Lean 2008) and measures to assess the reliability, resolution, and sharpness of the probabilistic forecasts (Wilks 2006) . The FSS provides a way of assessing the scale dependence of the SSPF skill by comparing SSPFs and corresponding OSPFs across a range of smoothing length scales. Statistical significance between two forecast FSSs (e.g., ENS30-00UTC and GFS-00UTC) was assessed using a pairwise difference bootstrap resampling technique (Wilks 2006) . This procedure was identical to that used in S15 to compute the 90% FSS confidence intervals of the difference in FSSs except that a larger number of resamples were performed here (10 000).
To compute reliability and sharpness, attributes diagrams were created by binning the forecasts into 10% probability bins (0%-,10%, 10%-,20%, etc.). The forecast points in each bin were aggregated over the 32 SSPFs, and the corresponding observed relative frequencies at these points were computed using the OSRs. If the observed event of interest (here, a severe weather report) occurs at the same frequency as the forecast probability, the points will align along the diagonal. A no-skill line is also included where the forecast points contribute positively to the Brier skill score (BSS), assuming a reference of climatology. To evaluate forecast resolution, relative operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed by using SSPF probability thresholds in 5% increments to create a contingency table for each threshold, following the procedure in Schwartz et al. (2014) . Then, the area under the ROC curve (denoted AUC) was computed and used as a summary measure of forecast resolution. In addition, the Brier score (BS; Brier 1950) and its decomposition (Murphy 1973) into reliability, resolution, and uncertainty components were computed to obtain an additional quantitative measure of forecast reliability and resolution.
Evaluation of SSRs and SSPFs
a. Bias characteristics of the SSRs
An examination of the bias between the forecast sets is performed to identify differences in the SSR climatology during the 32-day forecast period that can affect interpretation of the SSPF verification results. The total number of SSRs for the day 1 and day 2 periods ranges from ;4000 at the lowest UH threshold As discussed in S15, the 1200 UTC initialized forecasts (ENS30-12UTC and GFS-12UTC) produced a larger number of SSRs during the day 1 period, along with a corresponding high precipitation bias, compared to both the 0000 UTC day 1 forecasts, as well as the 1200 UTC day 2 forecasts (one would expect these numbers to be similar over a large enough sample of cases). When comparing results from different sets of forecasts, we will use the UH threshold that produces biases closest to 1. For example, ENS30-00UTC day 1 SSPFs produced using UH 5 75 m 2 s 22 will be compared to ENS30-12UTC day 1 SSPFs using UH 5 80 m 2 s
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. This approach is similar to computing percentile thresholds from forecast data, as performed by Mittermaier and Roberts (2010) , which reduces the impact of bias.
b. Skill of ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs
The skill of the ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs is examined with the FSS, attributes diagrams, and the BS. First, the FSS is used to examine the overall scale dependence of the skill for the ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs. As in Mittermaier and Roberts (2010) , the length scale where FSS 5 0.5 is considered to be the minimum ''skillful'' scale. For all UH thresholds, E-SSPF skill increases with increased smoothing length scale, as expected, although the range of E-SSPF skill for each UH threshold varies substantially (Fig. 3) , the FSS does not exceed the minimum skillful scale at any smoothing length scale, suggesting there is no skill for s # 200 km using these large UH thresholds to predict severe weather.
While FSSs improved as s increased, forecast reliability often improved only up to a point, beyond which the reliability was reduced. This behavior was initially described by S11 and is demonstrated here with UH $ 75 m 2 s 22 E-SSPFs (Fig. 4a) . At small smoothing length scales (e.g., s , 60 km), the forecasts overpredict large probabilities while underpredicting small probabilities. By increasing s (e.g., from 60 to 120 km), the frequency of high probabilities is reduced, while the number of low probabilities is increased (Fig. 4b) , reducing the amount of under-and overforecasting (i.e., reducing forecast sharpness). This effect is largest for probabilities . 40%, with large changes in reliability occurring as s increased from 20 to 180 km, while smaller changes occurred for lower probabilities, consistent with the much larger number of forecast points. As s is increased to 180 km and beyond, the highest forecast probabilities are underforecast. Thus, increasing s from 60 to 120 km eliminates probabilities . 80%, and increasing s further to 160 km eliminates all probabilities . 70%.
To quantify the changes in reliability and resolution of the SSPFs, the BS, its decomposition into reliability and resolution (BS rel and BS res , respectively), the BSS, and the ROC AUC were computed for UH $ 75 m 2 s
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ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs (Table 3) . More reliable forecasts are associated with smaller BS rel magnitudes, while forecasts with better resolution are associated with larger BS res magnitudes. For the ENS30-00UTC ESSPFs, a minimum in BS rel occurs near s 5 120-140 km, reaffirming the subjective impression from the attributes diagram in Fig. 4a that this value of s produces the best overall forecast reliability. Both the ROC AUC and BS res assess forecast resolution, and both are less sensitive to changes in s, compared to BS rel , as described in S11. Both the ROC AUC and BS res reach maxima between 80 and 120 km, with slightly less resolution at small (,60 km) and large (.160 km) values of s. Finally, the BS and BSS, which account for both reliability and resolution, suggest the errors in the E-SSPFs are minimized at s 5 120 km. The BS, BSS, and ROC AUC results indicate that an optimal value of s to produce the best reliability appears to be near 120-140 km for the ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs using UH 5 75 m 2 s 22 as the surrogate threshold.
Combined with the FSS results, these parameters seem to be the most appropriate choice for producing E-SSPFs from this ensemble system. While increasing s can be used to improve E-SSPF reliability, the reduction in forecast sharpness and resolution is a tradeoff that must be considered when choosing an appropriate smoothing length scale to produce SSPFs in both ensemble and deterministic forecasting systems.
c. Comparison of E-SSPF to deterministic SSPF skill
The skill of the ensemble forecasts compared to the deterministic forecasts, both initialized at 0000 UTC, will be examined in this section, using FSS and attributes diagrams. The ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs possess larger FSSs than SSPFs produced from GFS-00UTC and EMEAN-00UTC, primarily when s $ 120 km (Fig. 5) . The difference in FSS between the ensemble and two deterministic forecasts is largest at s 5 20 km, where the ENS30-00UTC SSPFs produce an FSS of ;0.5, just at the skillful-scale cutoff, while the two deterministic forecasts lie below this cutoff near 0.4. These differences shrink with increasing values of s, with the FSS from the ensemble possessing statistically significant differences from the FSS from the two deterministic forecasts up through s 5 100 km for the GFS-00UTC SSPFs and through s 5 180 km for the EMEAN-00UTC SSPFs. In other words, the differences between the E-SSPFs and the deterministic SSPFs occur mostly on the mesoscale, while they converge at synoptic scales.
The lack of appreciable difference in the FSS scores at large scales implies that both the ensemble and deterministic forecasts produce similar forecasts over largescale regions where severe weather is likely to occur. This is not surprising given the presence of many strongly forced convective outbreaks during the forecast period, as discussed in S15 and Weisman et al. (2015) , with small synoptic-scale differences in the two forecasts, but larger differences on the mesoscale. Another factor possibly leading to similar forecasts at large scales is the use of GFS boundary conditions for both the ensemble and deterministic forecasts. However, this likely plays a lesser role given the relatively short lead times (12-36 h) for the day 1 forecasts and the placement of the verification domain away from the boundaries (Fig. 1) .
Among the two deterministic forecasts, the GFS-00UTC SSPFs had slightly larger FSSs than the EMEAN-00UTC SSPF FSSs by a consistent amount for all values of s, yet the differences in the FSSs were not statistically significant at the 95% level (Fig. 5) . The EMEAN-00UTC SSPF FSSs generally fall within the range, but near the upper half, of SSPF skill produced by the individual ensemble members, consistent with the precipitation verification in Schwartz et al. (2014) . On the other hand, the GFS-00UTC SSPFs lie either at or above the upper range of the FSS values of the individual 30 deterministic SSPFs within the ensemble, suggesting that the FIG. 5 . FSSs for day 1 SSPFs from ENS30-00UTC (black), GFS-00UTC (green), and EMEAN-00UTC (brown). The range of the 30 deterministic SSPF scores is indicated by gray shading. The SSPFs are computed using UH thresholds that produce an SSR bias near 1, as described in the text and in Table 2 . Dot pairs above the plot indicate that the 90% confidence interval for the differences in the aggregate FSSs between the two experiments do not include zero.
GFS-initialized forecasts provide slightly more accurate forecasts of severe weather than SSPFs produced by any of the individual ensemble members.
The largest differences in forecast reliability between the E-SSPFs and deterministic SSPFs occur at small scales, with ENS30-00UTC producing more reliable forecasts at s 5 60 km than the two deterministic SSPFs for forecast probabilities exceeding 40% (Fig. 6a) . The E-SSPFs produce a larger number of forecast points at low probabilities than do the deterministic SSPFs, while producing a smaller number at higher probabilities. This behavior is due to the averaging that takes place in producing the E-SSPFs compared to the deterministic SSPFs. At s 5 120 km, ENS30-00UTC produces similar reliability to GFS-00UTC and EMEAN-00UTC for forecast probabilities below 50% (Fig. 6b) . Above 50%, the ENS30-00UTC forecasts are more reliable for probabilities between 60% and 80%, while the deterministic SSPFs are overconfident at these probabilities, although for forecasts .80% the number of forecast points is ,100, giving less confidence in the specific reliability results.
At both smoothing length scales, the deterministic SSPFs were most overconfident at the highest probabilities. Since SSPF values from the deterministic forecasts are based on the spatial distribution of SSRs, a concentrated region of SSRs needs to exist in the deterministic forecast for large probability values to occur in the SSPF. One way this could occur is if the model predicts a long-lived, large area of convection, such as a mesoscale convective system. Previous work has shown that these types of systems can produce extreme UH values (Clark et al. 2013) , potentially producing a large region of SSRs, leading to large probability values. In this situation, the high confidence is due to the size of the system and not related to its likelihood of occurrence or anticipated location, potentially leading to overconfident probabilities. The ensemble forecasts are able to account for this uncertainty and produce more reliable forecasts of high probabilities.
d. Impact of initialization time on SSPF skill
For both the day 1 E-SSPFs and deterministic SSPFs, the 1200 UTC forecasts possess greater FSSs than SSPFs initialized 12 h earlier at 0000 UTC, with the day 1 ENS30-12UTC E-SSPFs possessing the largest FSS at all scales (Fig. 7a) . As seen in earlier results, the largest separation in FSS between the 0000 and 1200 UTC SSPFs occurs at small scales, with the 0000 and 1200 UTC SSPFs producing very similar FSS scores at large scales. While the GFS SSPFs appear to show a greater increase in skill from 0000 to 1200 UTC than the E-SSPFs at small scales, the deterministic GFS-12UTC SSPF FSS remains smaller than the ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs for s , ;100 km (cf. blue and black lines in Fig. 7a ), suggesting that even deterministic SSPFs initialized 12 h later are not as skillful as 0000 UTC initialized ensemble forecasts at these scales. At larger scales, the GFS-12UTC SSPF FSSs converge toward the E-SSPF FSSs, with the GFS-00UTC SSPF skill the smallest of the four forecasts for most scales. These results are similar to those demonstrated for hourly SSPF verification by S15 (see their Fig. 14) , although a larger benefit was observed for the 1200 over the 0000 UTC SSPFs when evaluating within shorter time periods. Fig. 4 , but for ENS30-00UTC, GFS-00UTC, and EMEAN-00UTC SSPFs using s 5 (a) 60 and (b) 120 km. The UH thresholds used for each forecast are indicated in Table 2 .
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e. Skill of day 1 versus day 2 SSPFs
In this section, we compare the skill of the day 1 and day 2 forecasts from the 1200 UTC-initialized forecasts (ENS30-12UTC and GFS-12UTC). The 1200 UTC forecasts, rather than 0000 UTC forecasts, are used since they encompass the full day 2 period (1200-1200 UTC, or forecast hours 24-48). As described by S15, ENS30-12UTC and GFS-12UTC produce differing SSR biases during the day 1 and day 2 diurnal periods, with the day 1 period producing a larger number of surrogate reports compared to the day 2 period (Table 2) . To produce a fair comparison between these two periods, we use the UH threshold that produces an SSR bias closest to 1.0 for each of the periods. Similar to the results from the previous subsection describing the 0000 UTC day 1 forecasts, the greatest differences in FSS between the ENS30-12UTC and GFS-12UTC day 1 and day 2 forecasts occur at small scales, decreasing as s increases (Fig. 7b) . When comparing the day 1 and day 2 forecast periods from the same model (e.g., day 2 ENS30-12UTC to day 1 ENS30-12UTC), the skill difference is nearly constant across all length scales, with the day 1 forecasts being more skillful. However, the FSS differences between the day 1 and day 2 SSPFs from both ENS30-12UTC and GFS-12UTC are not statistically significant at the 95% level for most s. This is likely due to the increased predictability of many of the events during this period, with only a small decline in forecast skill during the day 2 period. Interestingly, the day 2 E-SSPFs from ENS30-12UTC possessed slightly larger FSS values on the grid-scale than the day 1 SSPFs from GFS-00UTC, suggesting that the GFS-12UTC grid-scale forecasts of severe weather for the day 1 period were quite poor, possibly because of FIG. 7 . As in Fig. 5 , but for (a) 0000 and 1200 UTC-initialized SSPFs on day 1 and (b) 1200 UTC-initialized SSPFs on days 1 and 2. The UH thresholds used for each forecast are indicated in Table 2. the model spinup issues and poor resolution of mesoscale structures in the GFS initial conditions.
The lowest BS rel and BSS for the day 2 E-SSPFs occurred at a slightly larger value of s (;140-160 km) than the day 1 E-SSPFs (;120-140 km). There is also evidence of this in the reliability diagrams, with similarly overconfident predictions for small s (Fig. 8a ), yet for larger s the day 2 E-SSPFs overpredict the highest probabilities (.60%). Thus, it may be necessary to increase the smoothing length scale to produce equivalent reliability for the day 2 E-SSPFs, at the expense of reducing the number of large forecast probabilities.
f. Effect of ensemble size on SSPF skill
Several studies have examined the effects of increasing ensemble size on precipitation forecast skill (Clark et al. 2011; Schwartz et al. 2014) . For an ensemble configured similarly to that used in this work, Schwartz et al. (2014) found diminishing returns as the ensemble size approached 50 members, with little additional skill gained beyond 20-30 members. Here, we compare the results from the day 1 ENS30-00UTC forecasts to day 1 forecasts produced with only 10 ensemble members (ENS10-00UTC). To compare these two sets of forecasts, the FSS and attributes statistics for ENS10-00UTC were generated with 100 random 10-member ensembles, as in Schwartz et al. (2014) . The distribution of FSS values from these one hundred 10-member ensembles is compared to the ENS30-00UTC results.
The ENS10-00UTC forecasts produce very similar FSSs when compared with the ENS30-00UTC forecasts, with only a small difference between the mean ENS10-00UTC FSS and the ENS30-00UTC FSS for all length scales (Fig. 9 ). Small differences were also noted in the reliability diagrams (not shown). The ENS10-00UTC FSS distribution is narrow, with the ENS30-00UTC FSS falling just above the range of ENS10-00UTC FSSs for small s, but capturing the ENS30-00UTC FSS as s increases. It appears that a substantial portion of the difference in FSS between the individual deterministic SSPFs from ENS30-00UTC and E-SSPFs produced by averaging the individual SSPFs (e.g., Fig. 5 ) can be achieved with an ensemble size of only 10 members, at least for the period and SSPFs examined here. This finding is promising, given that ensemble sizes . 10 members over CAM domains covering much of the CONUS require considerable computational resources, and current ensemble CAMs are using on the order of 10 members to produce ensemble predictions (e.g., Schwartz et al. 2015a) . Using smaller verification time periods to construct E-SSPFs may result in more pronounced differences in 10-and 30-member ensembles, as the forecasts are penalized as a result of timing errors, unlike the present 24-h forecasts.
Comparison of E-SSPFs to operational severe weather forecasts
In addition to verification using OSRs, the E-SSPFs were compared to daily operational severe weather forecasts produced by the SPC. Here, we use only E-SSPFs from ENS30-00UTC with s 5 120 km and UH $ 75 m 2 s 22 to compare to the SPC forecasts. These E-SSPFs FIG. 8. As in Fig. 4 , but for day 1 (black) and day 2 (blue) ENS30-12UTC SSPFs using s 5 (a) 60 and (b) 120 km. The UH thresholds used for each forecast are indicated in Table 2 .
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produced reliable probabilities with large FSSs and, overall, can be considered to be the best-performing SSPF. We compare the skill of these E-SSPFs to the skill of the SPC's ''slight risk'' areas contained in the day 1 convective weather outlooks, issued daily at 0600 UTC, and valid for the 1200-1200 UTC day 1 period, the same valid period for the E-SSPFs. The SPC slight risk area highlights the regions where SPC forecasters anticipate the occurrence of any form of severe weather on a particular day. Of the 32 0600 UTC SPC convective outlooks issued during the 32-day forecast period examined here, 31 contained a slight risk region within the verification domain, providing a large sample of SPC forecasts. As an additional point of reference, E-SSPF performance was also compared to the slight risk areas in the 32 1300 UTC SPC convective outlooks.
To produce a binary forecast of severe weather analogous to SPC slight risk areas from the continuous probability fields present in the E-SSPFs, a probability threshold was applied to each E-SSPF in 0.01 increments from 0 to 1, producing 100 severe weather forecast areas. Each of these areas are verified against the binary field of OSRs by computing a contingency table for each probability threshold, as in the ROC AUC calculation, then summing the contingency tables over the 32-day period (i.e., resulting in 100 contingency tables). The verification region was identical to that used in the earlier analyses (i.e., Fig. 1 ). The critical success index (CSI; also referred to as the threat score) was then computed for each table as follows:
CSI 5 hits/(hits 1 misses 1 false alarms) .
The CSI has been consistently used to verify SPC categorical forecasts in previous work (e.g., Hitchens and Brooks 2014) and is a measure of the fraction of forecasts of severe weather that were correctly predicted (i.e., the score does not account for correct negatives). The two binary SPC slight risk areas (from the 0600 and 1300 UTC outlooks) were placed on the 80-km grid by flagging all grid points within the slight risk area. Using these grids, and comparing again to OSRs, the CSI was computed for the two SPC forecasts, using a contingency table summed over the 32 daily SPC outlooks.
As the probability threshold increases from 0, the CSI also increases, reaching a maximum of ;0.31 at an E-SSPF probability threshold of 29% (E-SSPF-29%; Fig. 10 ). This increase occurs as the number of false alarms decreases while the number of hits stays approximately the same. Beyond 29%, the CSI drops as the number of hits begins to decrease and overtakes additional gains by decreasing the number of false alarms. The E-SSPF-29% CSI is larger than both the CSI of the 0600 and 1300 UTC SPC forecasts (;0.27 and 0.29, respectively) . One of the reasons for this is that the total number of grid points covered by E-SSPF-29% during the forecast period (1458) is smaller than the number of grid points forecast by the SPC (2597). In other words, the total number of grid boxes covered by E-SSPF-29% over the forecast period is 56% smaller than that of the SPC slight risk grid points. For individual events, the number of grid points using E-SSPF-29% is smaller than the corresponding SPC slight risk area on 28 of the 32 days (Fig. 11a) .
The smaller number of grid points within the E-SSPF-29% area tends to increase the CSI of the E-SSPF-29% compared to the SPC forecasts. The SPC outlook areas tend to be drawn to prioritize hits over false alarms (Hitchens and Brooks 2014) , resulting in areas that are larger than they would be if both were prioritized equally. To account for this effect when comparing SPC outlooks to the E-SSPFs, the E-SSPF probability threshold that produces approximately the same number of forecast points over the 32-day period as the SPC outlooks was used as a second benchmark. This occurs at a probability threshold of 16% (Fig. 10) . At this threshold, the individual E-SSPF areas and SPC outlook sizes become more uniform, with an approximately equal number of SPC outlooks that are larger than the E-SSPF areas and vice versa (Fig. 11b) .
The CSI using E-SSPF-16% is 0.289 (Fig. 10) , smaller than the CSI of E-SSPF-29% (0.31), but larger than the CSI of the 0600 UTC SPC outlooks, while falling slightly below the CSI of the 1300 UTC outlooks. Thus, when constrained by the typical size of SPC forecasts, the E-SSPF remains capable of providing guidance that has a similar level of skill to SPC outlooks. To examine the daily variations of skill, the CSI using E-SSPF-16% and the SPC outlook is computed for each day (Fig. 12) . FIG. 10 . CSI for ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs using probability thresholds in 1% increments (black line). Shown for reference are the CSIs of the 0600 UTC (dark blue line) and 1300 UTC (light blue line) SPC slight risk areas, as well as the CSIs for the E-SSPF-16% (blue dot) and E-SSPF-29% areas (black dot).
FIG. 11. Scatterplot of the number of grid boxes within the 32 SPC and the (a) E-SSPF-29% and (b) E-SSPF-16% forecast areas.
Of the 32 forecasts, E-SSPF-16% produced a larger CSI than the corresponding 0600 UTC SPC outlook on 18 days (56% of the days; Fig. 12 ). Days with larger E-SSPF-16% CSI tend to occur on days with large SPC CSI, indicating that the E-SSPF-16% skill is positively correlated with SPC forecast skill. Several outliers exist where the difference in CSI was large between the SPC and E-SSPF-16% areas. On 30 May 2013, the E-SSPF-16% CSI was ;0.41 while the SPC forecast CSI was ;0.22 (Figs. 13a,b) . This was a large-scale severe weather event, with reports occurring across much of the central United States. The E-SSPF-16% area extends farther to the east than the SPC forecast, correctly anticipating the occurrence of severe convection across Illinois and eastern Missouri, capturing reports in this area that were missed in the SPC forecast. On the other hand, the SPC forecast CSI was ;0.37 on 10 June 2013, while the E-SSPF-16% CSI was ;0.08 (Figs. 13c,d ). On this day, severe thunderstorms formed in the afternoon across a confined region in central Tennessee, as a result of instability associated with an upper trough. While the SPC forecast correctly predicted these events across central Tennessee, the convection in the model was displaced to the north into central Kentucky and did not possess large UH values, so no SSRs and no E-SSPF-16% area were forecast. The model also produced many false alarms associated with a large E-SSPF-16% area in eastern Wyoming and western Nebraska where only a few OSRs occurred.
Summary and discussion
Probabilistic forecasts of severe convection for the day 1 and day 2 convective periods were created and verified using convection-allowing deterministic and ensemble forecast output from a 32-day period during the spring of 2013. The severe weather forecasts were produced by thresholding the model UH field to produce surrogate severe weather reports (SSRs) and smoothing the SSRs to produce surrogate severe probability forecasts (SSPFs). Ensemble SSPFs were created with forecasts initialized from 30 members of a mesoscale EnKF analysis system and initialized at both 0000 and 1200 UTC, while deterministic SSPFs were created with forecasts initialized by 1) GFS analyses at 0000 and 1200 UTC and 2) ensemble mean EnKF analyses at 0000 UTC.
Appropriate UH thresholds were determined primarily by the SSR bias compared to OSRs, which was near 1 for UH thresholds between 70 and 80 m 2 s 22 .
Using a 75 m 2 s 22 threshold, the ENS30-00UTC E-SSPFs possessed large FSSs (.0.5) at all length scales, although intermediate smoothing length scales (e.g., s 5 120 km) produced the most reliable E-SSPFs. The E-SSPFs outperformed the deterministic SSPFs in several ways. FSS values for ENS30-00UTC SSPFs were larger than both GFS-00UTC and EMEAN-00UTC SSPFs at small scales, while at larger scales, the E-SSPFs produced similar FSS scores as GFS-initialized SSPFs. At small scales, the E-SSPFs were more reliable than the deterministic SSPFs, especially for forecast probabilities $ 40%. As the scales increased, the differences in reliability decreased as the SSPFs became more similar, although differences remained at large probability values (.70%) where the E-SSPFs tended to produce more reliable forecasts than the deterministic SSPFs (although at the expense of forecast sharpness). Given the larger FSS values for a given length scale, the E-SSPFs do not have to be smoothed as much as the deterministic SSPFs to achieve a given FSS (e.g., FSS 5 0.7). SSPFs produced from forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC were slightly more skillful than their 0000 UTC counterparts, especially for the deterministic SSPFs. The E-SSPFs from ENS30-00UTC possessed larger FSSs at small scales than the later-initialized GFS-12UTC SSPFs, demonstrating that ensembles initialized at 0000 UTC can outperform 1200 UTC deterministic forecasts of severe weather during the day 1 period. For the day 2 period, the ENS30-12UTC E-SSPFs were more skillful than GFS-12UTC SSPFs at small scales, with FSS values converging at large scales, similar to the behavior of the day 1 forecasts. The day 2 ENS30-12UTC SSPFs were competitive FIG. 12 . Scatterplot of daily CSI scores for the 32 SPC and E-SSPF-16% forecasts. The two red dots indicate the days with the largest positive and negative differences in SPC CSI minus E-SSPF-16% CSI that are described in the text and shown in Fig. 13. with the day 1 ENS30-12UTC SSPFs, although the day 2 SSPFs required slightly more smoothing to produce an optimal level of reliability, at the expense of forecast sharpness. Finally, 0000 UTC day 1 E-SSPFs using only 10 members performed similarly to the 30-member E-SSPFs, with slight degradation of skill at small scales.
The model climatology for surrogate fields such as UH will vary depending on the model resolution and initial conditions, as demonstrated here and in other work (e.g., Adlerman and Droegemeier 2002; Kain et al. 2008; S15) . S11 determined that a UH threshold of 34 m 2 s 22 was optimal for their deterministic SSPFs, using a model with 4-km horizontal grid spacing. This UH threshold produced an SSR bias closest to 1 when placing the SSRs on the same grid. Thus, comparing SSPFs using different UH thresholds that produce similar SSR biases appears to be a suitable method for evaluating severe weather forecast skill from different convection-allowing models. Using fixed percentiles may also be appropriate when the forecast domain sizes are similar. As for s, SSPFs with s between 160 and 220 km produced reliable probabilities for the sets of deterministic forecasts examined here, as well as in S11 (cf. S11's Figs. 8b and 8c) . The E-SSPFs required less smoothing to achieve the same level of reliability as the deterministic forecasts, suggesting that the ensemble accounted for part of the spatial uncertainty. While these values could serve as starting points for other deterministic or ensemble forecasts, s ultimately depends on the scale dependence of the error in a particular modeling system and will require additional calibration to produce reliable guidance on smaller time scales (e.g., ,24 h). The SSPFs were also compared to SPC ''slight risk'' regions. To produce a binary forecast from the SSPF to compare with the slight risk area, two probability thresholds were chosen, one that produced the largest CSI and the other that produced the same number of forecast points as the SPC slight risk areas over the 32-day forecast period. In both instances, the area derived from the SSPF produced similar CSI scores to those produced by the SPC forecast, suggesting that during this evaluation period and over the verification region considered, the E-SSPFs were comparable to the SPC forecasts at delineating the regions where severe weather occurred. Variability existed in the day-to-day performance of the SSPFs compared to the SPC forecasts; SSPFs for events with large-scale regions of severe weather appeared to perform similarly or outperform the SPC guidance, compared to events occurring with weaker forcing over smaller areas (e.g., Fig. 13 ). This suggests that the improvement that forecasters make over automated guidance, such as the SSPF, may be regime dependent. While not shown, the SSPF guidance outperformed the SPC guidance by a larger margin during the day 2 period, and future work is planned to understand differences in the day 2 period. In the future, SSPFs could be used as a reference forecast for the skill of the SPC forecasts. To date, such a baseline does not exist for features directly resolved by numerical models for forecasts of severe weather (e.g., as is commonly applied to forecasts of tropical cyclone track and intensity). With knowledge of the performance characteristics of the model compared to human forecasts in anticipating severe weather events, forecasters can integrate model forecasts more effectively into their workflows. Creating SSPFs for individual severe weather hazards is the ultimate goal, with work ongoing to produce and calibrate this type of guidance using UH as well as other model surrogates.
Finally, the results here examined SSPF skill over a period dominated by strongly forced convective environments that were conducive to the development of traditional spring severe weather outbreaks. Because of this, the dataset is composed of a small subset of severe weather environments observed across the CONUS. As such, additional investigation of a larger collection of cases is needed to 1) quantify model skill at predicting severe weather hazards across a broader range of regions and seasons, such as nontraditional severe weather environments (e.g., low shear, high CAPE); 2) test additional surrogate fields that may be better suited to identifying severe convection in these situations; and 3) more fully examine and quantify the relationship between model performance and human forecast skill across a variety of predictability regimes.
